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Founded in 2008 by Jennifer MacKenzie and Joe Hallwood, former EFL teachers with 
over 50 years in TEFL between them, The TEFL Org is the leading TEFL course provider 
in the UK and the only one run by teachers, for teachers. The TEFL Org has trained over 
140,000 students since opening its doors 12 years ago, winning awards and gaining 
accreditation along the way. Jennifer and Joe met while teaching in Greece, moved to 
France and then to the UK, before launching their own TEFL training company to inspire 
others to experience living and working around the world.

Joe Hallwood 
Director & Co-founder

“Working in a dead-end tax office job in 
Hull, I knew this wasn’t the path I wanted to 
take. Fresh out of university, an adventure 
was just what I needed! I started teaching 
English as a foreign language over 20 years 

ago and have never looked back. I spent eight 
fantastic years living and teaching in Greece and 

France, followed by more than ten years training 
English teachers all over Europe, China, and North 

America. I gained friends, memories which will 
last a lifetime, valuable workplace skills and a fulfilling lifelong career. 

Here at The TEFL Org, we know exactly what it feels like to step into the 
classroom for the first time. We’re here to make the experience as easy as 
possible and provide you with the tools you need to become an EFL teacher. 
Our training courses are specifically designed to equip you with the skills, 
knowledge and, above all, the confidence to be an effective TEFL teacher. 

We not only ensure we consistently deliver high-quality accredited courses, 
we also maintain a Jobs Centre brimming with job opportunities for all our 
TEFL course graduates. Thinking of starting a new life abroad? Remember, 
a journey of a thousand miles starts with one, single step!”

Jennifer MacKenzie 
Managing Director & Co-founder

“My TEFL journey began while at university with 
the dawning realisation, in my final year, that I 
wasn’t going to achieve my ambition of joining 

the Diplomatic Service straight from there. But I 
knew, without a doubt, that I wanted to experience 

living and working abroad, not just travelling. So I 
investigated how I could gain the right kind of experience 

that would enable me to achieve my goal of working abroad.

I did my TEFL course in June; went home, worked all the hours I could, 
saved money, applied for every job I saw going in Spain, got offered one in 
a small mountain town in Greece and decided ‘what the heck, I come from 
a small town in the mountains of Scotland, how different can it be?’. 

I never did join the Diplomatic Service, instead I found my dream job teaching in a 
small school in a mountain town in Greece (one hour by moped to the beaches in 
the summer, half an hour to the ski slopes in the winter – what wasn’t to like?). 

This was the first step in my TEFL journey that took me from the Highlands of 
Scotland and around Europe. To this day it offers me opportunities to travel to 
amazing and fascinating places around the world. Now, my goal is to give this 
opportunity to others; from the best courses, to the right advice, to the most 
awesome jobs, The TEFL Org strives to deliver the greatest opportunities!”

HELLO 
FROM OUR 
FOUNDERS
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WHY TEFL WITH THE TEFL ORG?

Katie, 
taught English 

in Poland

“Teaching English has given me so 
much confidence, not only living 

independently in a different culture 
to my own but talking with different 
people and making new friends. It’s 

made me more aware of just how 
much I’m capable of. while still living a 

comfortable lifestyle.” 

Frances, 
teaching in 

Vietnam

“Life here is so vibrant! Between the abundance 
of epic street eats, friendly locals, mountain 

scenes to awe at, and unreal travel experiences 
on your doorstep, it’s hard not to see the 

appeal of living and working in Vietnam. Not to 
mention students who are driven and have a 

great balance between studying and fun. As a 
bonus, average wages are high enough to save 
money while still living a comfortable lifestyle.” 

A STRONG JOBS MARKET
With around 1.5 billion English language learners 
worldwide there’s no shortage of work for EFL 
teachers. As the number of people learning 
English continues to grow, so does the demand for 
teachers. Whether you’re aiming to teach English 
abroad in sunnier climes, or take command of your 
work schedule by teaching English online, there’s 
a huge amount of work out there for qualified EFL 
teachers. 

EXPERIENCE NEW CULTURES
Teaching abroad is the perfect way to immerse 
yourself in a different culture. As an EFL teacher 
you become part of a community and have the 
opportunity to experience a country more like a 
local than a tourist. 

REWARDING WORK
Watching your students’ English steadily improve 
thanks to your hard work is just one incredibly 
rewarding aspect of the job. As an EFL teacher 
you will develop both professionally and personally, 
rising to the challenges of teaching and living 
abroad. Even if you only plan on teaching for a 
year or two before pursuing other ventures, the 
experience TEFL provides you is truly invaluable and 
relevant to a wide variety of other careers. 

There’s a whole world out there to explore and if you ask 
us there’s no better way to do it than with TEFL! 

TEFL can take you around the world to the tropical islands of Indonesia, 
futuristic metropolises such as Toyko and Seoul, laid-back coastal 
towns in Spain, and China’s rapidly expanding mega-cities. Qualify as 
a teacher with The TEFL Org and the world opens up to you. 
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Beijing Foreign Studies University, China Daily, 
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Meddeas.

CHARITY OF THE YEAR 

The TEFL Org have partnered with The Turing Trust 
to help them in their mission to support education 
in sub-Saharan Africa by reusing computers and 
improving teacher training using ICT.

They provide skills development in the UK while reducing 
waste and contributing to an environmentally friendly 
society. With any purchase that you make with The TEFL 
Org, you’ll have the opportunity to donate £1, £2, £5, 
or £10 to United World Schools – and we’ll match any 
donation you make.
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TEFL FAQS
WHAT IS TEFL? 
TEFL is an acronym for “Teaching English as a Foreign Language”, 
which concerns teaching English to non-native English speakers. You 
might also come across terms such as TESOL, ESL, TESL, and EFL, 
which broadly refer to the same thing. We love acronyms in the world 
of TEFL!

DO I NEED PREVIOUS TEACHING EXPERIENCE? 
There’s no need to have any teaching experience at all to get started 
with TEFL. We’ve trained over 140,000 students and most of them 
have never taught before. 

DO I NEED TO SPEAK ANOTHER LANGUAGE? 
A common misconception about TEFL is that you need to speak the 
language of your students. This isn’t the case – you only use English in 
the classroom. If you are interested in learning another language then 
living and working abroad as an EFL teacher is the perfect opportunity 
to do this (some employers will even offer teachers language classes). 

HOW MUCH CAN I EARN? 
This depends on the country, region, and institution you work for. 
Wherever you are, teaching salaries should reflect the cost of living 
so you can expect to earn a reasonable wage. In some countries, it’s 
possible to earn very well and have benefits such as accommodation 
and flights included in your contract. 

DOES ENGLISH HAVE TO BE MY FIRST LANGUAGE?
No, in fact around a fifth of our course graduates are non-native 
English speakers. As long as you speak English fluently you can TEFL!

DO I NEED ANY OTHER QUALIFICATIONS?
This depends on where you want to teach. In some countries a TEFL 
qualification is all you need but in others - due to visa regulations - 
you may need a BA degree. This can generally be in any discipline, it 
doesn’t have to be related to teaching or English. 

WILL I DEFINITELY FIND A JOB? 
Just like any other education provider, we can’t 100% guarantee you 
will find a job but we can say that 93% of TEFL Org graduates secure 
work in their first country of choice, according to our 2019 Graduate 
Survey. In countries worldwide and online, the demand for English 
teachers is huge. 
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ACCREDITATION
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We’re passionate about delivering the best TEFL training 
on the market, which is why we’ve worked hard to become 
the most accredited TEFL course provider in the UK.

Accreditation from respected external bodies is your guarantee that a 
course has undergone strict external monitoring. Anyone can create 
and sell a TEFL course but without adequate accreditation there can 
be no guarantees about the quality of that course.

Not only does accreditation provide assurance and piece of mind 
for you when signing up for a TEFL course, it also demonstrates to 
potential employers that you have undergone high-quality training 
suitable for the job they’re recruiting for. This is why accreditation is so 
important!

The TEFL Org has accreditation from a number of different bodies 
recognised internationally, so you can be sure that a TEFL qualification 
from us is exactly what you need to get started teaching English

Why is accreditation important? 
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Ofqual  (The Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation) is responsible for regulating education 
standards, certifications and exams in England and Wales. A regulated level 5 qualification means that 
Ofqual has approved the qualification to be an equal level of achievement to other qualifications at the 
same level including CELTA and Trinity CertTESOL qualifications.  

We are accredited by the British Accreditation Council (BAC) for Independent Further and Higher 
Education as an online, distance and blended learning provider. The British Accreditation Council is an 
internationally recognised body and has provided globally respected accreditation services for over three 
decades.

We are fully accredited by TQUK (Training Qualifications UK) and Ofqual (The Office of Qualifications and 
Examinations Regulation, a UK government department) regulated awarding body. TQUK have robust 
quality assurance systems and procedures in place which all course providers must successfully pass in 
order to be accredited under the scheme.

The TEFL Org is an SQA Approved Centre. The SQA is an executive non-departmental public body 
(NDPB) sponsored by the Scottish Government Education Department. It is the national body in Scotland 
responsible for the development, accreditation, assessment and certification of qualifications other than 
degrees. We have been approved by SQA to deliver the first part (Language and Learning in ESOL F43X 33) 
of Unit 1 (PDA Introduction to tutoring ESOL); an SQA accredited course.

We are also accredited by the ODLQC (Open & Distance Learning Quality Council). The ODLQC have strict 
standards to which course providers must conform. It’s not just the quality of our courses that the ODLQC 
assesses, but the whole process from start to finish. Our ODLQC accreditation means that our courses 
have passed a rigorous evaluation and continue to be monitored regularly.

The TEFL Org is registered under the UKRLP (UK Register of Learning Providers) Number 10024800.

Our accreditation



REVIEWS
“Our teacher Elizabeth was excellent and the methods used for 
teaching us were perfectly thought out to be of maximum help to us 
in gaining an understanding of how to plan the perfect lesson.” 

CHRISTINE, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

“Amazing resources and the quality of teaching on the weekend 
course couldn’t be better.” 

ELLIE, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

“Great interface, very intuitive and user-friendly. The course is built 
to help you learn, without tricking or confusing the students. The 
example videos with clear structured lessons are awesome for visual 
learners like me! Overall a great course! Thanks!” 

VANESSA, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

“TEFL.org has been fantastic! The weekend course with Claire in 
Aberdeen was inspiring and the support and feedback I have had 
from Charlei has been excellent. I have really enjoyed studying the 120 
hours course and hope to do more in the future. Thank you!” 

KIM, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

“I was not expecting to learn so much from such a 
short amount of time studying this course. The video 
demonstrations are extremely helpful. I absolutely love 
watching the classroom activities and pointing out which 
methods are used and why. I have already recommended this 
course to a few friends and I’ll definitely be recommending it 
to some more and anybody interested in teaching.” 

LISA, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

Based on 2,880 reviews on reviews.co.uk we have a 4.52 rating 
and  92% of our course graduates would recommend us!
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“Despite having numerous years of experience in education I found this course 
invaluable. The instructor Iyshea was extremely knowledgeable in her subject and was 
able to advise on many different situations.” 

VICTORIA, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

“Very impressed with the structure and content of the course. Easy to manage modules 
fit in with my lifestyle as I’m able to sit down and work when I choose to. Feedback 
is always prompt and encouraging. Would recommend this course to anyone who is 
thinking of an online Tefl course.” 

IAN, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

“I have to make special mention of my tutor, Caroline Tattersall. She is a true professional 
and her comments and advice are indicative of someone who really cares about her 
students.” 

HEINRICH, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

“TEFL Org is awesome! I am a teacher in the States already, and I learned so many 
amazing techniques that I can use in the classroom now! It proved to be an excellent 
program, and I have just landed THE BEST teaching job in China! I would ONLY 
recommend this program! It’s so fantastic and I was so impressed with their lesson 
plans!” 

SUZANNE, REVIEWS.CO.UK  *****

REVIEWS
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Harriet,  
Mexico

Kat,  
Cambodia

Louise,  
teaching  

online

Melissa, 
Sri Lanka

Katie, 
Poland

Helen,  
Indonesia

Lydia + Emlyn, 
Thailand

Kay,  
Nepal

Jenny, 
Ecuador

Malcolm,  
China

Joel &  
Menna,  

China

Holly,  
Myanmar

Sarah,  
Chile

Colin,  
Russia

Jonny, 
Qatar

Megan, 
Spain

WHERE CAN I TEFL?
TEFL teachers are in high demand worldwide and online. Our course graduates have found work teaching 
across the globe, in countries as diverse as Spain, China, Indonesia, Mexico, and Thailand. 

There are also opportunities to be found closer to home. Teaching English online is a rapidly growing industry and many of our course 
graduates enter this market, which allows for flexible working from home or anywhere in the world. 
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SPAIN UK ITALY

JAPAN CHINA FRANCE

SOUTH KOREA

VIETNAM

TOP TEFL DESTINATIONS 
for The TEFL Org students
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https://www.tefl.org/blog/teaching-english-in-spain/
https://www.tefl.org/blog/teaching-english-in-the-uk/
https://www.tefl.org/blog/teaching-english-in-italy/
https://www.tefl.org/blog/teaching-english-in-japan/
https://www.tefl.org/blog/why-you-should-teach-in-china/
https://www.tefl.org/blog/blog-tefl-in-france/
https://www.tefl.org/blog/teaching-english-in-south-korea/
https://www.tefl.org/blog/teaching-english-in-vietnam/


OUR TEFL COURSES
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The TEFL Org courses have been developed by TEFL professionals with decades of teaching 
and training expertise. We’ve designed our courses to offer a flexible and self-paced learning 
experience, so you can fit getting TEFL qualified around your existing commitments.

Our classroom courses are led by seasoned EFL trainers, so you’re 
learning directly from someone who’s been there and done it. And 
when it comes to studying online this is just as important, which 
is why you’re assigned with a personal tutor who will mark your 
work, provide feedback, and answer any questions you might have 
throughout the course. All The TEFL Org tutors have been in your 
shoes before, so they’re able to offer invaluable advice and support to 
help you start teaching English for the first time. 

HOW MANY HOURS?
TEFL courses are measured in the number of hours they take to 
complete. A 120-hour qualification is the industry standard, which is 
required by most employers worldwide so it’s recommended to take a 
course with at least these hours. 

LEVEL 5 COURSES
A Level 5 TEFL course is one that is regulated by Ofqual. These 
courses are equivalent to other level 5 courses such as the CELTA and 
Trinity CertTESOL qualifications, making it a great option for those 
looking to teach in the UK. 

Do you need a Level 5 course to teach abroad? Truthfully, no. The 
understanding of Ofqual levels abroad is limited, with most employers 
simply looking for at least a 120-hour qualification gained from an 
accredited TEFL course provider. A Level 5 course won’t necessarily 
open up more opportunities abroad than a 120-hour qualification 
abroad. 
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ONLINE OR CLASSROOM? 
We offer classroom, online, and combined TEFL courses. A classroom course helps to give you 
a sense of what it’s really like to teach English, but if it’s not practical for you then you can study 
entirely online – there’s no disadvantage to doing this unless a classroom component is required 
by an employer. A small number of jobs – notably, South Korea’s EPIK programme – require 
applicants to have a TEFL qualification that includes 20 hours of classroom training. 

COURSE TUTORS 
We have an incredible team of highly qualified and experienced TEFL tutors who lead our 
classroom and online courses. When you sign up for an online TEFL Org course one of them will 
be assigned to you and be with you from the beginning to end of your course. Your tutor is there 
to mark your work, provide helpful feedback, and answer any questions you have. We believe it’s important 
to have the same tutor throughout the course so you have one point of contact who gets to know you and 
can guide you during this important first stage in your TEFL journey.  

“I found my TEFL course an invaluable tool, 
particularly in the beginning of my venture into 

teaching, where I remembered activities we had 
done on the weekend course and how it felt to not 

understand anything. We were taught an hour of 
another language, which allowed us to be in the 

shoes of how it would feel to be lost in a world of 
language learning, and out of our depth with no 

basic knowledge. This has always been a constant 
reminder in the back of my head in every classroom 

situation I have been in since.” 

Billie, taught in Italy, China,  
Spain, and the UK



CLASSROOM 
TEFL COURSES
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What’s it really like to teach English? Held 
at locations across the UK and Ireland, our 
classroom courses have been designed 
to give you practical experience teaching 
English so you have the confidence to get 
out there and do it for the first time.

Classroom course options 
Our classroom TEFL courses are a great opportunity 
to get a taste of what it’s really like to TEFL. Spread 
over two or three days, a highly experienced EFL tutor 
will train you in the skills you need to start teaching 
English for the first time. You will have the opportunity 
to deliver your own lesson in front of your peers and 
gain a real understanding of what an effective and 
engaging lesson involves. 

We offer a 20-hour weekend course, held over a 
single weekend, and a 30-hour weekday course, held 
over three consecutive days during the week. We 
strongly recommend pairing a classroom course with 
online study to top up your hours to at least 120. 

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Dundee
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Inverness

IRELAND
Cork
Dublin
Sligo
Belfast
Galway

WALES
Cardiff
Swansea

ENGLAND
Ashford
Birmingham 
Brighton
Bristol
Chelmsford
Chester

Exeter
Guildford
Leeds
Leicester
Liverpool
London

Manchester
Newcastle
Norwich
Nottingham
Plymouth
Reading

Sheffield
Southampton
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Classroom course FAQs
HOW MANY STUDENTS ARE ON A COURSE? 
We keep class sizes to a maximum of 20 students, to ensure everyone 
has the best learning experience possible. 

DO I NEED TO COMPLETE THE ONLINE COURSE BEFORE THE 
CLASSROOM COURSE? 
No, you can start the online course before or after the classroom 
course. However, it can be beneficial to complete the grammar 
component prior to the course.

WHERE ARE THE CLASSROOM COURSES HELD? 
We hold classroom courses in locations across the United Kingdom, 
Ireland, and Spain. Find out where the nearest course is to you here.

DO I NEED TO BRING ANYTHING? 
Just bring yourself, a pen, and paper! You will receive a coursebook on 
the day. 

IS LUNCH PROVIDED?
Lunch isn’t provided, so we advise bringing something or checking out 
options near the venue for food. Tea, coffee, and biscuits are provided 
in the mornings and the afternoons. 

20-hour weekend course
The 20-hour weekend TEFL Course is a perfect introduction into the world 
of TEFL. You will learn from an experienced TEFL tutor what creating and 
conducting a successful TEFL lesson involves. Covering areas such as 
classroom management, needs analysis, pronunciation, grammar, and more, 
you’ll come away from the weekend course with the confidence and ability 
to conduct your first TEFL lesson. Our weekend classroom courses run on 
Saturday from 9am to 8pm and Sunday 9am to 6pm at locations across the 
United Kingdom, Ireland and Spain.

30-hour weekday course
The 30-hour weekday course covers the same content as the 20-hour 
weekday course plus a pre-course task, one extra teaching practice and a 
Teaching Young Learners module. Our weekday classroom courses run Monday 
- Wednesday from 9am to 6pm at locations across the United Kingdom.

https://www.tefl.org/courses/locator/


New for 2020! 

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM 
TEFL COURSES
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Can’t make it along to one of our in-person classroom 
courses? Our Virtual Classroom Courses, launched in June 
2020, offer you the opportunity to complete practical 
training from the comfort of your own home.

Our virtual classroom  
TEFL course 
The course follows the same syllabus as our in-person classroom 
courses, so there’s no missing out. Delivered over Zoom by one 
of our experienced tutors, you’ll have the opportunity to create and 
deliver your own lessons, as well as participate in a range of hands-
on activities. During the Virtual Classroom Course you’ll gain a real 
sense of what TEFL really involves and come away with the skills and 
confidence you need to start teaching English. 

For times and dates please visit the course page. 

https://www.tefl.org/courses/virtual/
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Virtual classroom course FAQs 
HOW MANY STUDENTS ARE ON A COURSE? 
There will be a maximum of 14 students on a course. 

WHAT EQUIPMENT DO I NEED? 
All you need is a computer, webcam, Zoom, and an internet 
connection. 

DO I NEED TO ATTEND ALL SESSIONS? 
Yes, in order to pass the course students must attend all sessions in 
full. 

DO I GET THE SAME QUALIFICATION AS THE IN-PERSON 
CLASSROOM COURSE? 
Yes, the course follows the same syllabus, the only difference is the 
delivery of it. You’ll receive a PDF and hard copy of your certificate as 
well as a reference letter from your tutor. 

20-hour virtual classroom course
The 20-hour Virtual Classroom TEFL Course consists of 16 hours of virtual 
classroom sessions (4x 4-hour sessions) plus four hours of pre-session tasks.

30-hour virtual classroom course
The 30-hour Virtual Classroom TEFL Course consists of 24 hours of virtual 
classroom sessions (6x 4-hour sessions) plus six hours of pre-session tasks.



ONLINE TEFL COURSES
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With the support of your personal online tutor, you’ll learn everything from 
classroom management to phonology on our 120-hour and 168-hour Level 5 online 
TEFL courses. Study at a pace that suits you, when it suits you, whether that’s at 
the weekend, in the evening after work, or early in the morning- it’s up to you!

50-HOUR ONLINE TEFL MODULE
Learn about classroom management, teaching styles and advanced 
TEFL methodology. Includes units on business English, young learners 
and teaching English one-to-one.

30-HOUR ONLINE GRAMMAR MODULE
Don’t know your irregular verbs from auxiliary verbs?  This course will 
improve your basic grammar and give you the grounding you’ll need to 
communicate complicated language rules to a student audience.

20-HOUR ONLINE VIDEO OBSERVATION MODULE
Seeing an English teacher in action is a potent learning tool and really 
helps to bring the theory to life. Feel free to steal the ideas in these 
video courses to use in your first lessons. We don’t mind!

TWO 10-HOUR SPECIALIST MINI-MODULES
Two mini-modules designed for specific TEFL jobs, which will help 
your CV stand out. One 10-hour unit is about teaching over the 
telephone, and the other 10-hour unit will help you teach large 
classes.

120-hour Premier Online TEFL Course
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168-hour Level 5 TEFL Course

79-HOUR METHODOLOGY MODULE 
Learn about classroom management, teaching styles and advanced 
TEFL methodology. Study with a personal tutor and meet fellow 
students on our course forums. Includes mini-modules on business 
English, young learners and teaching English one-to-one. Knowing 
where to look for resources for your students can often be like 
looking for a needle in a haystack. Therefore, we have included a 
new unit in Using Resources Effectively When Teaching English as a 
Foreign Language. This unit will help you to understand what types of 
materials are suitable for your students, what is available, where to find 
them, and how best to use them. This will make your job as a teacher 
easier, make your lessons more dynamic, relevant, interesting and fun 
for the students.

30-HOUR ONLINE GRAMMAR MODULE 
Don’t know your irregular verbs from auxiliary verbs? This course will 
improve your basic grammar and give you the grounding you’ll need to 
communicate complicated language rules to students

19-HOUR THE PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN 
LANGUAGE MODULE 
As an English teacher, it’s important to know about the history of the 
English language, and how it has spread to become a global language. 
You will also look at how English fits into today’s world; a world no 
longer constrained by distance, where people can communicate 
instantaneously regardless of where they are located, where English 
has become a common language for business, travel, study and more.

20-HOUR ONLINE VIDEO MODULE 
Seeing an English teacher in action is a very powerful learning tool 
and really brings the theory to life. Feel free to steal the ideas in these 
video courses to use in your first lessons. We don’t mind!

TWO 10-HOUR SPECIALIST MINI-MODULES 
Two mini-modules designed for specific TEFL jobs, which will help 
your CV stand out. One 10-hour unit is about teaching over the 
telephone and the other 10-hour unit will help you teach large classes.



COMBINED TEFL COURSES
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A combined TEFL course is the best of both worlds, pairing the practical experience of a classroom 
course with the flexibility of online study.  All of our online course options can be combined with 
a 20-hour weekend or 30-hour weekday TEFL course at a location of your choice. 

50-HOUR ONLINE TEFL MODULE 
Learn about classroom management, teaching styles and advanced 
TEFL methodology. Includes units on business English, young learners 
and teaching English one-to-one.

30-HOUR ONLINE GRAMMAR MODULE 
Don’t know your irregular verbs from auxiliary verbs?  This course will 
improve your basic grammar and give you the grounding you’ll need to 
communicate complicated language rules to a student audience.

20-HOUR ONLINE VIDEO OBSERVATION MODULE 
Seeing an English teacher in action is a potent learning tool and really 
helps to bring the theory to life. Feel free to steal the ideas in these 
video courses to use in your first lessons. We don’t mind!

TWO 10-HOUR SPECIALIST MINI-MODULES 
Two mini-modules designed for specific TEFL jobs, which will help 
your CV stand out. One 10-hour unit is about teaching over the 
telephone, and the other 10-hour unit will help you teach large 
classes.

20-HOUR WEEKEND CLASSROOM COURSE 
You will learn from an experienced TEFL tutor what creating and 
conducting a successful TEFL lesson involves. Covering areas such as 
classroom management, needs analysis, pronunciation, grammar, and 
more, you’ll come away from the weekend course with the confidence 
and ability to conduct your first TEFL lesson.

Most popular: Our 140-hour Combined TEFL Course



What we recommend
TEFL courses are measured in hours, and a 120-hour qualification 
from an accredited TEFL provider has become the industry standard 
sought after by employers. For this reason, we recommend taking 
a course with at least 120 hours in order to open up as many 
opportunities as possible after course completion.

Our 120-hour TEFL course will give you the qualification, knowledge 
and confidence you need to find work teaching English abroad, online, 
or at home. If you want to go that extra mile and make your CV stand 
out our 140-hour and Level 5 TEFL courses are highly recommended.

Can’t decide?
Get in touch with us by calling on 01349 800 600 or using our live 
chat on www.tefl.org and we can help find the right course for you. 
Our friendly TEFL advisors have all been on our courses and have all 
the knowledge to help find your perfect course.
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ADVANCED 
TEFL COURSES
Boost your CV, knowledge and earning potential with 
an advanced TEFL course. These courses have been 
designed by experienced EFL teachers to develop 
your knowledge of a specific area of TEFL, so you 
can stand out from other applicants and secure 
more desirable and lucrative teaching jobs. 

These courses assume prior TEFL knowledge, so it’s important to 
have your initial qualification. You can purchase them alongside your 
TEFL course or at a later date. 

40-HOUR TEACHING ENGLISH ONLINE COURSE 
Set your own hours and work from anywhere as an online English 
teacher. This course not only covers how to teach English online but 
how to set yourself up as an online English teacher and source work. 

30-HOUR TEACHING BUSINESS ENGLISH COURSE 
Enter the lucrative world of Business English with our Teaching 
Business English course. This course will guide you through how to 
conduct a needs analysis for your students and how to create and 
prepare tailored lessons for a business environment. 

30-HOUR TEACHING YOUNG LEARNERS COURSE 
This course focuses specifically on teaching young learners up to 
the age of 10. You will learn about the crucial differences between 
teaching younger and older learners and how to create engaging 
lessons for very young students. This course is ideal if you’re looking 
to teach in Asia, where many jobs involve teaching young learners. 
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VIETNAM SEMESTER 
TEACHING POSITION 
Teach in Vietnam for 5 months with our Semester Teaching 
Position, run in partnership with Fluent Education. With full TEFL 
training, in-country support, accommodation, monthly allowance, 
and more, it’s a great way to get started as an EFL teacher.

What’s included? 
• 5 month teaching placement

• TEFL training (120-hour Premier 
Online TEFL course + optional 30-hour 
Teaching Young Learners course) 

• Accommodation shared with fellow 
teachers 

• Living allowance - $700 per month 
(approximately £550) and a US$700 
completion bonus. 

• Orientation week 

• Conversational Vietnamese lessons

• In-country support

“I have loved living in Vietnam, and I am grateful for the many 
lessons that working abroad – in a culture vastly different 
to my own – has taught me. I have taken language lessons, 
participated in Vietnamese traditions, and have learnt to 

recognise and deal with the sometimes debilitating effects of 
culture shock. In the space of just 4 months I have become a 
more adaptable and open-minded person, and have allowed 
myself to embrace and enjoy new challenges each and every 
day. It is with this in mind that I look upon future adventures, 

both at home and away, with excitement rather than unease.” 
- Tyler, Vietnam Semester Teaching position 2018



STUDENT STORIES
“I feel like Myanmar has been one of my 

favourite homes, partly due to my school, 
partly to the amazing scenery but largely 
due to my friends and neighbours. 
I’ve grown as a teacher but also as a 
person, and I can’t wait for the next 
year coming up ahead.” 

HOLLY, TAUGHT IN MYANMAR, CHINA, 
VIETNAM, AND POLAND 

“I currently live in Edinburgh, but for nearly 30 
years I lived in the Shetland Islands. I still 
have two sons there, and one of them 
has recently had a baby girl so I am now 
a grandmother. As I spend quite a lot of 
time in Shetland, I find teaching online 
really flexible – you just need a quiet 
corner to set up your “classroom”, and I 
teach using my iPhone or iPad. All I need is 
reliable internet or 4G.” 

LOUISE, TEACHING ONLINE

“I would be lying if I said I came to China 
solely to teach. Whilst this was indeed 
my priority, my obsession to travel and 
seeing new places was a prominent 
reason for coming to China. Thus far, 

my TEFL certification has enabled me to 
travel to: Beijing, Xi’an, Harbin, Hangzhou, 

Suzhou, Nanjing, Tianjin and Wuhan. As 
we sat on The Great Wall of China, stood silently in 
Tiananmen Square, peered into the rows of Terracotta Warriors, 
gasped in awe at the Harbin Ice Festival, wandered around the 
West Lake in Hangzhou, I reminded myself and Menna how 
lucky and fortunate we were to be in such a mesmerising and 
captivating location.” 

JOEL AND MENNA, TEACHING IN CHINA

“TEFL is what you make it. There are as 
many different reasons for wanting to try 
TEFL as there are different people and 
personalities in the world. Some hope 
to travel the world while saving a bit of 
money; others have a specific country or 
countries where they have always dreamed 
of living. Whatever your goals, TEFL can open 
countless doors for you, just as it has for me!” 

FIONA, TAUGHT IN SPAIN, FRANCE, AND GERMANY
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RECOMMENDED JOBS
Have the TEFL experience of a lifetime with one of our recommended TEFL jobs. Available 
year-round and in some of the best locations around the world, these teaching positions 
are with well-known and respected language schools (and include some great perks too!).

Competative 
salary

Paid 
holidays

In-country 
 support

Airport 
pickup

On-going 
training

Visa 
support

Flight  
reimbursement

Health  
insurance

TEACH IN CHINA WITH BFSU
Beijing Foreign Studies University (BFSU) is a key university affiliated 
to the Ministry of Education (MOE) and offers the largest number of 
language learning programmes and other interdisciplinary studies in 
China. BFSU has a number of teaching English as a foreign language 
positions in Beijing, providing professional development training and 
academic support.

SAYABC
Interested in teaching English online? SayABC connect teachers 
from all over the world with children in China aged 5 to 12 years old. 
Collaborating with partners such as Cengage and National Geographic 
Learning, SayABC provide a professional and fun curriculum to help 
students develop their English proficiency and communication skills.

EF
EF is an industry leader in education and has recently been awarded 
The Best Companies to Work for in Asia 2019 by HR Asia in the 
education sector. With English teaching opportunities in China, Russia, 
Indonesia and online, vacancies are available throughout the year. EF 
teachers receive a world-class training program and comprehensive 
support package, as well as opportunities to take further certifications 
and qualifications.
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  info@tefl.org.uk

  www.tefl.org

  01349 800 600

This brochure was updated in October 2020. We have made every effort to ensure 
the accuracy of the information but details are subject to change. 

For the latest information go to: www.tefl.org
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